Physical Frailty and Sarcopenia: Development of a Framework for Supporting Interventions Against Incident Mobility Disability
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In 2014, the Innovative Medicines Initiative funded a 48-million Euros project entitled “Sarcopenia and Physical Frailty IN older people: multi-component Treatment strategies” (SPRINTT). The SPRINTT consortium federates partners from academia, industry, and the private sector to address an important gap in the geriatric field: the lack of a standardized and clinically relevant definition of sarcopenia. In particular, the SPRINTT project aims to involve all major stakeholders in the framing of a skeletal muscle-specific risk profile that exposes the individual at risk of negative health-related outcomes (in particular, disability), is amenable to benefiting from preventive interventions, and meets the standards requested by regulatory agencies. During the first year of activity, the SPRINTT consortium has implemented a “Physical Frailty & Sarcopenia” (PF&S) condition that considers existing evidence and regularly exchanges information with the European Medicines Agency. This condition is currently the study objective of a 3-year randomized controlled trial in multiple countries across Europe. The trial aims to verify whether a multicomponent intervention (based on physical activity and nutritional counseling) can prevent the onset of mobility disabilities in community-dwelling older persons with PF&S. The present article provides an overview of the SPRINTT background and rationale and explains the details of the PF&S condition.

INTRODUCTION

In 1968, an article entitled “Old and frail” appeared in British Medical Journal. At its very beginning, it stated, “one of the miracles of our time is the increase in the average length of life”. A few lines later, it discussed how aging of the English and Welsh populations was generating new and worrisome scenarios for social and health care systems. At the end of the article, the authors admitted, “at present, the ills of old age are not adequately provided for.” It is quite remarkable how that paper almost 50 years ago discusses the pressing issues that are still affecting care services. Besides showing that our healthcare systems have been struggling with the consequences of global aging for longer than what it is usually thought, the use of the word “frail” in the title is also noteworthy. In fact, 2001 is commonly identified as the “year of birth” of the so-called frailty condition. This association is mainly due to the appearance of the first operational definitions of frailty in the literature right during that year. In reality, as exemplified by the 1968 article, frailty had already been debated and considered in the geriatric field for many years. It can be said that frailty is a clinical condition deeply nested in the culture of geriatric medicine, a specialty finding its natural field of interest at the edge between normal and pathological aging.

WHAT IS FRAILTY?

There is unanimous agreement around the theoretical definition of frailty as provided by an international panel of experts in 2013. In this document, frailty was described as “a clinical state in which there is an increase in an individual’s vulnerability for developing increased dependency and/or mortality when exposed to a stressor”. Unfortunately, a huge controversy exists when this concept is translated from theory into instruments allowing its objective assessment. Over the years, multiple tests, questionnaires, and scales have been proposed and validated for capturing the frailty condition in older persons. On one hand, the high...
number of developed tools demonstrates the great (and growing) interest in the frailty condition. On the other hand, such abundance has affected the possibility of a single and straightforward discussion on the topic. In particular, although most of the available instruments are predictive of negative health-related outcomes, the agreement of their results remains quite modest. In other words, every instrument can be considered legitimate (especially given the absence of a gold standard), but “talking multiple languages” at the same time is often misleading and potentially generates confusion. It is paradigmatic, for example, how often frailty describes the structure of a specific instrument instead of giving more consideration to its theoretical and biological foundations.

WHAT IS SARCOPENIA?

The term “sarcopenia” was originally proposed by Irwin Rosenberg. He stated that “no decline with age is as dramatic or potentially more significant than the decline in lean body mass” and “there may be no single feature of age-related decline more striking than the decline in lean body mass in affecting ambulation, mobility, energy intake, overall nutrient intake and status, independence and breathing.” Interestingly, the ubiquitous presence of sarcopenia across living species makes this phenomenon of special interest for translational research on aging. It has been proposed that sarcopenia might indeed represent a promising organ-specific pathophysiological background for defining a muscular condition of clinical relevance. In this context, it is noteworthy that the recent allocation of a specific International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD-10) code to sarcopenia demonstrated how this condition has all the necessary characteristics for theoretically framing a nosological entity. However, the creation of an ICD-10 code for sarcopenia has surely solved part of the issue related to the implementation of the condition in the clinical setting. However, the code is still an orphan of a clear operational definition. In fact, regarding frailty, several measures and methodologies have been proposed in the literature for defining sarcopenia and no gold standard is unanimously accepted. It is indeed crucial to move ahead in the field and achieve agreement about how to measure sarcopenia in a standardized and validated way. This step is crucial for paving the way to the development and future use of interventions directed against the age-related skeletal muscle decline.

OVERLAP BETWEEN FRAILTY AND SARCOPENIA

Sarcopenia and frailty have always been studied in parallel despite a clear overlapping between them. Sarcopenia has mostly been targeted by basic research scientists focused on skeletal muscle and aging. Differently, the concept of frailty has frequently been adopted in clinical settings or for public health purposes.

The need exists for pharmacological and nonpharmacological interventions aimed at preventing skeletal muscle declines and functional losses. Indeed, several molecules and treatments are currently under development for this purpose (e.g., selective androgen receptor modulators, myostatin inhibitors). Nevertheless, actions in this direction are still hampered by the heterogeneous modalities that quantitatively and qualitatively measure the skeletal muscle modifications in a standardized and clinically relevant fashion. In particular, the current constructs of both frailty and sarcopenia are difficult to be accepted by regulatory agencies, which are used to deal with diseases of adulthood characterized by a clear, unidimensional, and straightforward pathophysiological mechanism. It is also noteworthy that the clinical relevance of frailty is strongly related to its multidimensional construct, whereas the age-related shrinking of the skeletal muscle is better characterized from a biological perspective but may not represent a priority in medical interventions.

Discussions between researchers/clinicians and regulatory agencies seem stalled. However, it might be possible to consider frailty and sarcopenia as complementary and benefit from the positive aspects of each of the 2 constructs. In fact, a central core shared by the 2 conditions might support the development of a clinically relevant and organ-specific pathophysiologial manifestation: skeletal muscle-related physical impairment. In this context, it cannot be underestimated the fact that several adverse outcomes of frailty are probably mediated by sarcopenia. This indicates that sarcopenia may represent the biological substrate for the development of physical frailty and/or the pathway through which the negative health outcomes of frailty ensue.

THE "SPRINTT" PROJECT

In 2014, the Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI) funded the "Sarcopenia and Physical Frailty IN older people: multi-componenT Treatment strategies" (SPRINTT) project. The IMI is a European agency that functions as a mediator between the European Commission and the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associates (EFPIA) to develop private-public research consortia for the generation of ad hoc collaborations on innovative fields of research with special clinical relevance. The SPRINTT project was retained among several submitted applications and received an overall 48-million-Euro grant (50% from the European Commission, 50% in-kind from the EFPIA). SPRINTT is specifically designed to overcome the existing barriers for an efficient public health intervention against frailty and support the implementation...
of strategies promoting successful aging across Europe. For this reason, the actions of the SPRINTT consortium involve all of the major stakeholders (i.e., academia, regulators, industry, and patients’ representatives) and address several multifaceted objectives, including: (1) formulation of a clear operationalization of the presently vague concept of frailty, (2) identification of a target population with clear unmet medical needs, and (3) definition of an experimental setting as a template for regulatory purposes and pharmaceutical investigations in the field. The main aim is to arrive at the end of the project with a valid and clinically relevant definition for the assessment of the age-related skeletal muscle abnormality in agreement with the regulatory standards.

Thus, during its first year of activity, the SPRINTT project has proposed a novel operationalization of physical frailty recognizing sarcopenia as its central biological substrate: the physical frailty and sarcopenia (PF&S) condition. For sure, the characterization of a definite biological basis (i.e., skeletal muscle decline and loss of mobility function) for frailty restricts this condition to the physical domain. However, this approach is necessary for opening new and dedicated venues for the possible development of interventions aimed at specifically slowing or reversing the skeletal muscle-related physical function decline. In this context, the SPRINTT consortium has reviewed available literature, interacted with major stakeholders, and exchanged information with regulatory agencies (in particular, the European Medicines Agency).

The identification of the population of interest for SPRINTT will rely on the 3 key elements of the PF&S operationalization: (1) target organ deterioration (i.e., skeletal muscle assessment), (2) clinical manifestation of physical frailty (i.e., reduced physical performance), and (3) preserved functional status (i.e., absence of mobility disability). The rationale underlying the operational construct of the PF&S components is detailed in the following section entitled “The rationale for defining the PF&S condition.”

A randomized controlled clinical trial (RCT) was started in SPRINTT in February 2016. The RCT aimed to verify the construct validity of the hypothesized PF&S condition and verify the possibility of using it as a target for preventive strategies against disability. The methodology and design of the RCT were recently published elsewhere. Briefly, the RCT recruits 1,500 participants aged ≥ 70 years distributed across 11 European countries. The target population is composed of community-dwelling older persons with PF&S (i.e., nondisabled but exposed to increased vulnerability to stressors due to their skeletal muscle decline). SPRINTT participants were randomized to a multicomponent intervention (based on a structured moderate-intensity physical activity program plus nutritional counseling: n=750) or a health education program (consisting of workshops on topics relevant to older adults: n=750) and followed up for 2–3 years. The primary outcome of the trial is the incidence of mobility disability, but several other major negative health-related events (including mortality, hospitalizations, institutionalizations, and healthcare expenses) are also monitored as secondary interests.

Besides the key elements composing this definition, the eligibility criteria adopted in the SPRINTT trial are aimed at: (1) excluding persons with specific clinical conditions that may render the intervention unsafe (i.e., severe organ system diseases and unstable health status) and (2) avoiding the inclusion of individuals whose adherence to the protocol might be low due to clinical (e.g., cognitive impairment and chronic dialysis) and/or nonclinical reasons (e.g., plans to relocate outside the study area). It is important to mention that the SPRINTT trial participants will be included because of frailty and not because of specific diseases. In other words, the eligibility is judged based on a functional assessment rather than the diagnosis of nosological conditions. This means that as soon as a person presents the condition of interest (i.e., PF&S) and the potentialities for benefiting from a preventive intervention against incident disability, he/she is likely to be eligible for SPRINTT. Besides rendering the study sample very representative of a “real life” older adult population, this approach is intended to prioritize the relevance of function over that of nosological conditions.

**RATIONALE FOR DEFINING PF&S**

It is common sense that the choice of an instrument for measuring a certain risk condition should be made according to the actions that will be implemented based on the positivity or negativity of its results. In other words, the choice of the instrument should consider the available evidence but will also be driven by the needs, objectives, and resources of the evaluation. In the fields of frailty and sarcopenia, where no gold standard exists for operationally capturing the phenomena, the assessment tool to be chosen is strongly related to “what will happen next.”

In the context of the SPRINTT project, the consortium needed to define a condition of risk predisposing the older person at risk of incident disability while being strongly characterized by a muscular pattern. Therefore, the group explored the different possibilities offered by the multitude of instruments/tools to triangle: (1) a marker of skeletal muscle decline, (2) a measure of physical impairment, and (3) a criterion for excluding the presence of established disability.

1. **Skeletal Muscle Decline**

Up until a few years ago, the objective assessment of sarcopenia was largely modeled around expert consensus opinions. Despite sharing some commonalities (e.g., pro-
posing the simultaneous assessment of a quantitative and qualitative marker of skeletal muscle), these recommendations were affected by the lack of strong data supporting them: they were indeed consensus (thus somehow arbitrary) recommendations. Not surprisingly, when the reports by the Foundation for the National Institutes of Health-Sarcopenia Project (FNIH) initiative26 were released, they indeed generated a revolution in the field. In fact, the FNIH recommendations were based on the results of ad hoc analyses conducted in multiple cohort databases of older persons. The adopted classification and regression tree models allowed the FNIH researchers to test a wide range of muscle variables, identify the best predictors of mobility disability, and propose sex-specific cut-points for discriminating between normal and pathological muscle aging27.

The FNIH initiative recommended defining low muscle mass based on the ratio between appendicular lean mass (ALM) and body mass index or, alternatively, the crude ALM28. Since these definitions might today be considered the current “best practice” for defining low muscle mass in the elderly, the SPRINTT consortium decided to follow the FNIH recommendations. Internal analyses were also conducted of the existing data by the SPRINTT partners with the aim of understanding whether it was best to choose one of the 2 criteria or simultaneously consider both29. In general, the adoption of the only ALM BMI definition might have enriched the SPRINTT target population with obese sarcopenic individuals but might have missed the inclusion of sarcopenic individuals with a normal-to-low body mass index. The skewing of the sarcopenia definition toward a sarcopenic obesity phenotype might have severely limited the amount of future analyses simply because it did not capture the entire spectrum of the sarcopenia manifestation. At the same time, choosing the crude ALM definition alone might have exposed the SPRINTT project to the criticism of not having adhered to the strongest evidence/recommendation. For these reasons, the consortium agreed to determine the skeletal muscle mass reduction whenever the individual presents at least 1 of the 2 criteria.

2. Physical Impairment or Frailty

As mentioned above, the concept of physical frailty of interest for the SPRINTT project had to be characterized by a special and direct focus on the skeletal muscle. The need to define the qualitative aspect of sarcopenia with an organ-specific measure led the SPRINTT consortium to discard the traditional definitions of frailty. They were considered too multidimensional to adequately meet the needs of a regulatory-agency-acceptable construct. The frailty phenotype (usually considered a marker of physical frailty) did not guarantee a mono-dimensional evaluation of the individual’s vulnerability. In fact, it has been argued that its constituent items may not present equal weight, relevance, and meaning, in particular when interacting with one another30. It is also paradigmatic how the physical sign of fatigue/exhaustion is frequently measured using items derived from scales/questionnaires assessing depressive symptoms. A cognitive pattern is thus implicitly included in this defining criterion, leading it to capture something beyond the physical domain.

In the absence of a “traditional definition” of frailty that exclusively focuses on the physical domain of the individual, the consortium looked elsewhere and found in the short physical performance battery (SPPB) an optimal candidate for this purpose. The SPPB was developed in the 1990s to objectively measure lower-extremity physical performance31. Although the SPPB is not traditionally considered a measure of frailty, it still adequately responds to the need of detecting older persons with an enhanced vulnerability to stressors and exposes one to a higher risk of negative health-related events (including disability)32-33. In the absence of a clear “gold standard” assessment tool for frailty, the focus on physical function impairment may represent a valid approach34 since the physical domain is considered to represent the main core feature of frailty35. Moreover, the assessment of physical performance has become the standard practice when frailty is measured36, especially when the latter is considered a predisability condition.

By convention, an older person with an SPPB score >9 is considered robust34. Conversely, a score ≤9 identifies individuals at increased risk of negative outcomes (i.e., fragility). The lower the score, the worse the individual’s physical performance. Consistently, an SPPB score ≤7 is commonly used to define a subgroup of particularly frail individuals37. In SPRINTT, we proposed the use of an SPPB score of 3–9 to identify physically frail individuals. This choice would have allowed the exclusion of those subjects who were either too robust or too dependent. In fact, it has been demonstrated that an SPPB score <3 is generally incompatible with one’s ability to complete the 400-m walk test (primary endpoint for the SPRINTT trial; see below)38. The range of physical impairment chosen in SPRINTT allows researchers to capture a gray area of physical performance, the status of the individual who is still able to maintain an adequate level of independence but is at an increased risk of disability38. In the SPRINTT trial, special attention is given to the frailest participants (those with an SPPB score ≤7) with an oversampling of these individuals. The available evidence shows that persons with an SPPB score ≤7 may be more likely to express the largest effect size from the intervention37,38.

3. Absence of Disability

The primary outcome of the SPRINTT trial will be defined
by the incidence of mobility disability. This condition is operationalized as the onset of incapacity at completing a 400-m walk test within 15 minutes. Therefore, the ability to pass this test at the study entry automatically defined the third key inclusion criterion in the operationalization of the target condition (i.e., PF&S).

The choice of the 400-m walk test as a measure of the primary outcome in SPRINTT is motivated by several reasons. The target distance of 400 m was chosen because it represents the mean distance that a healthy older adult can cover in 6 minutes. The 400-m walk test is a strong predictor of major negative health-related events (including disability and mortality) independent of comorbidities. This test is considered highly discriminative for the functional assessment of even apparently well-functioning older adults. This definition of mobility disability was used in prior geriatric clinical trials of major impact in the field, in particular the LIFE studies. It is also noteworthy that the test is designed to provide a dichotomous image (i.e., capacity/incapacity to complete the task) of the clinically relevant condition of mobility disability. Moreover, a further reason for choosing the 400-m walk test is that mobility disability represents the first clinically relevant step in the disabling cascade, implying greater sensitivity to the benefits coming from interventions. In the 400-m walk test, the individual is asked to complete the task within 15 minutes. In our SPRINTT experience and consistent with the literature, the person who fails the test usually stops it within the first 5–8 minutes; it is quite unlikely that one will fail the test upon approaching the maximum time limit. In other words, the 15-minute limit is there to stress the individual and challenge his/her reserves but to put an end to a task that a slow walker will be quite unlikely to complete. This is a reason for which the 400-m walk test was preferred by the SPRINTT consortium over the 6-minute walk test (6MWT). In fact, the two tests are very different in their nature. The 6MWT is designed to stress the cardiorespiratory capacities of the individual to quantify physiological reserves and exercise tolerance. The test measures the capacity of the subject to cope with challenging and prolonged stressors. Differently, in the 400-m walk test, the individual is asked to walk for a predefined distance at his most convenient pace. Therefore, the test does not challenge the physiological reserves of the subject but simply measures his/her capacity to function (i.e., reach the preset and specific goal of a 400-m distance).

CONCLUSION

The SPRINTT project is currently ongoing. Participant recruitment will end in summer 2017, and the study interventions will be conducted until January 2019. To date, in the absence of available official data, it is only possible to state (based on in-field experience) that the population captured by the definition of PF&S: (1) exists as demonstrated by the active participants’ recruitment across Europe; (2) presents a clear unmet clinical need (consistently with the observed physical impairment); and (3) is characterized by a strong connotation of muscular decline (due to the presence of sarcopenia per eligibility criteria). This population is still independent in daily life but presents a risk profile that is strongly characterized by muscular decline. The autonomy preserved by these persons paradoxically keeps them out of the healthcare services, so their needs remain largely unmet. Traditional healthcare systems (designed to be reactive against a clear clinical manifestation) do not consider them as in need of preventive or therapeutic intervention. Leaving them alone without answers to their needs simply means passively waiting for the catastrophic manifestation of disability. As repeatedly stated elsewhere, it is time to act by developing novel strategies to counteract the disabling cascade.

To our knowledge, SPRINTT represents a unique research initiative that has led regulatory agencies to discuss with the geriatric world a new model of "disease" focused on physical function loss. It is important that discussions continue with all major stakeholders to reshape the traditional medical approach and give greater value to the function-driven expertise of geriatricians.
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